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A SUPERIOR ECO-FRIENDLY WEAPON AGAINST FOREST
AND WOODLAND WILDFIRES IS NOW A REALITY &
AVAILABLE
FireStopper® AB 40002 (FFC) is the World's 1st All-Purpose Liquid, ECO-FRIENDLY, Rated
and Listed, effective class (A-B-C-D-K) bulk-use concentrate. With its now proven versatility
and dependability as experienced by municipal fire departments applications, commercial
portable systems, portable extinguishers, and in active wild-land fires, this bulk-use
concentrate is unmatched in safety performance and economy.
With the introduction of FireStopper’s New Non-Toxic, Enviro-Safe ® Liquid Technology, the
World can now have a simplified approach to fire safety.
In the current World economic and Environmental crisis, the Public, Commercial Interests,
Industry and Governments are keenly aware that they must implement new and efficient
methods for protecting the environment, infrastructure, assets, and reduce liability whenever
possible.
In contrast with all currently available liquid bulk-use concentrates, neat or in combination with
other fire suppression medias, the FireStopper® AB 40002 (FFC) Enviro-Safe ® Technology,
for the first time ever, can afford the user a product that can be easily staged and implemented
through all existing forestry/wild-lands applications. This flexibility in a product serves to
greatly reduce the massive financial burden and personal loss to the public in general.
Moreover, AB 40002 (FFC), a Fire Fighting Catalyst, is designed for use at very low
percentages, in combination with water, producing quick and deep penetration and providing
extremely fast extinguishment of fires. This application enables its unique properties to deliver
a high efficiency and retardant reliability so badly needed to enhance the efforts of firefighting
personnel.
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In addition, this product is also designed for use as pretreatment of structures, fauna, and flora
in the line of fire preventing the progress of uncontrolled wild land fires. Because of its
tremendous endothermic capacity, these FireStopper® products eradicate the ember
production and vastly reduce the high temperatures that produce unpredictable winds.
As a direct result of their design and use, the Enviro-Safe ® Liquid Technology and products
bring added bonus to wild fire application:
•
•
•
•

Fast post-fire clean-up
Reddy bio degradation
No hazardous exposure to personnel (no skin or eye irritation)
Promote reforestation

With the availability of these products, you no longer have the burden of identifying different
types of suppressants or bulk-use concentrates best suited for your needs. FireStopper® is
here and now available worldwide to provide you the consumer the best, most practical and
economical fire suppressants, systems and bulk-use products ever devised. With a single
FireStopper® fire product, you will be protected against any class of fire you will encounter
during any fire emergency.
FireStopper®, is the only Technology and Products that meet and deliver all the above
requirements and more…
For more information, please visit: http://firestopperinternational.com/
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